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Delayed 
It may appropriate to delay a medication on MedChart if you are going to administer a drug later than its 

original intended administration time. There are several reasons why it may be appropriate to delay 

administration.  

When delaying medication within the system you are required to record relevant information and the action 

taken. This is to assist in ensuring patient safety by providing a clear history in relation to the medication delayed. 

If you have escalated that you have delayed a medication you should record who you have escalated to.  

Code selected Rationale inputted in comments box 

D1—Patient away from ward  Patient is currently having a CT scan 

D2—Patient could not take dose Patient needs to eat breakfast before administering medicines 

D3—Patient refusing  Patient states they would prefer to take this after breakfast 

D4—Patient dose not available   None in stock.  Ordered from pharmacy.  Will administer 

medication when this is on the ward 

D9—Access unavailable  Cannula has tissued,  Dr Smith is aware and states he will 

recannulate.  

D5—Delayed at nurses discretion Blood pressure low, Doctor to review, Doctor Smith has been 

bleeped 

D6—Delayed at Dr’s discretion Patient currently nil by mouth—awaiting endoscopy  

Within MedChart there are 8 reasons available for delaying a medications which are shown below. 

Please note that with the exception  of code 9 -Access unavailable eMeds codes correspond to those 

used on the LTHT paper prescription charts 
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How to Delay a Medication 

Below is an example of piperacillin +  tazobactam being delayed due to the patient not having intravenous 

access and how to record this medications as administered once the patient has been cannulated . 

Step 1  

Select the drug you wish to delay by clicking on the 

white box and then click the delay button 

Step 2 

Select a reason for the delay and add further details in the comments box 

Step 3 

Click delay  
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How to Delay a Medication 

Step 4 

Confirm your patient details and click 

confirm  

On the Admin page this medication 

shows as being delayed, by whom and 

when.  The comments inputted can 

also be seen 
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How to Delay a Medication 

On the scheduled tab this medication 

is showing as delayed and illustrates 

the code used to do this  

By hovering over this code 

more information is displayed 
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How to Delay a Medication 

If you want to add further information to the delay 

section you can by delaying it again. Click on the 

medication delayed and click delay 

You can now change any comments in 

the comments section 

Click delay 
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How to Delay a Medication 

Click confirm and 

confirm 

Your comment will now be updated on the admin tab. Note that there will no longer be a green circle or 

alarm clock next to this medication as it has been acknowledged. However  this medication will need to 

be administered or withheld within a 24 hour time frame in order to ensure the patients medications 

and records are up to date . See pages 73-75   and 80-81 for details 

The code will also 

have updated on 

the scheduled tab 
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Administering a dose that has been Delayed 
 

Step 1 

Select the medication you would like to administer by 

clicking in the white box 

Step 2 

Click administer 

Details of the delayed dose will be displayed 

here 
Step 3  

Add any additional information required and 

continue to administer medication 
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Administering a dose that has been Delayed 

This medication will now show as being 

administered on the schedule tab 

It is possible to view the administration details of any medication as shown below 

 

Step 1 

Click on view and then Administration 

History 
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Administering a dose that has been Delayed 

On this screen a clip can be seen next to the medication that was 

delayed and then administered.  This clip indicates that more than 

one action has occurred in regards to this medication 

Step 2 

Click on this clip to see further 

details as shown below 

Please note that with the exception  of code 9 (Access unavailable) the other codes numbers 

correspond to the codes used on the trusts paper charts 


